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Painting on the Edge: Tangibility, Abstraction and 
Association in Tom Cullberg’s ‘Periphery’

Essay by Tim Leibbrandt

Oh I’ll send you a telegram
Oh I have some information for you

Oh I’ll send you a telegram
Send it deep in the heart of you

Deep in the heart of your brain is a lever
Oh deep in the heart of your brain is a switch

Oh deep in the heart of your flesh you are clever
Oh honey you met your match in a bitch

…
When I see Brâncuşi

His eyes searching out the infinite abstract spaces
In the  rude hands of a sculptor

Now gripped around the neck of a Duo-Sonic
 Patti Smith Group- Radio Ethiopia (1976)

The above lyrics have been filched from Radio Ethiopia, 
the title track of Patti Smith Group’s 1976 album, and have 
been included for two reasons. The first, decidedly more 
straightforward reason is that the album cover can be spotted 
nestled within Tom Cullberg’s painting End of the Century 
(2011). The second is the ideological kinship that the track 
shares with Cullberg’s latest exhibition.   

Radio Ethiopia is a notoriously divisive song, frequently 
accused of being 10 minutes of noise as opposed to music; 
yet this is arguably where the song becomes interesting. The 
last section of the opening quote speaks to an intentional 
self-awareness in the decision to navigate a perceived border 
between music and noise. Smith alludes to a similar desire for 
abstraction within Constantin Brâncuşi and her respective 
mediums, suggesting that the same “hands of a sculptor” 
that forged Brâncuşi’s seminal modernist sculptures are 
now “gripped around the neck of a Duo-Sonic” (a model of 
Fender electric guitars favoured by Smith). The point being 
that translating music into noise and figurative imagery 
into nonliteral imagery similarly plays into what Smith calls 
“infinite abstract spaces”.1

This brings us, via a decidedly scenic route, to ‘Periphery’, 
the latest body of work by Tom Cullberg, where a similar 
negotiation is taking place. As the title suggests, ‘Periphery’ 
marks Cullberg’s expedition into the borderland of the 
tangible and the intangible and is notable for being the first 
time in a solo exhibition capacity that his abstracts have come 
1. This relates especially to Brâncuşi sculptures such as Birds in Space 
(1923) and The Endless Column (1938).

very much to the fore. This is not to imply that his signature 
cover portraits have been side-lined, rather that ‘Periphery’ 
resembles a transition-in-progress for the painter. Despite the 
seemingly separate elements it is certainly a homogenous body 
of work and the combination of abstract “paintscapes” and 
representational cover portraits never feels disparate. The two 
work in conjunction to flesh out Cullberg’s painterly objectives. 

Throughout the exhibition, Cullberg’s unifying thread appears 
to be the creation of a space comprised of subjective and 
personal free-association. This applies both to the artist himself 
during the creation process and to the viewer, observing the 
completed works. Cullberg intuitively peruses the annals 
of record and book collections, selecting and arranging 
according to an initial idea or set of parameters. Although the 
compositions are carefully considered accordingly, Cullberg’s 
specific underlying threads are not explicitly stated; rather they 
are only hinted at in the titles.

Take for instance The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By 
(2011). By highlighting that particular book as the “title 
track”; one’s eye is subsequently drawn to the additional covers 
more directly associable with the noir overtones of Georges 
Simenon’s book. But as The Mystery of the Hidden House and 
The Spyglass become logical areas of interest, E. M. Forster’s 
nameless entry (perhaps A Room with a View?) becomes more 
puzzling. Had the painting been titled after Anselm Kiefer’s 
Erotik im Fernen Osten oder, then just as suddenly The Snow 
Leopard and the painting’s Richard Scarry entry would have 
become pertinent. Clearly there is an internal logic (at least 
for Cullberg) as to the motivation behind which books are 
included, fabricated, denied an author, and so on, but it is left 
ambiguous and open to interpretation to everyone else.

In comparison between the book and record covers, Cullberg 
notes  that often the record covers (but not the music) are 
perceived to be routed in a historical moment, tasked with 
conveying a specific sense of the recording artist’s self; whereas 
book cover images tend to be viewed as more timeless.2 This 
points to a difference in the way that books and the records 
are related to. Where the music on the records shift in and 
out of fashion, the covers remain a tangible entity tied to the 
past (increasingly so as the music industry rapidly shifts to 
online digital distribution). Books seem to endure outside of a 
fluctuating ebb and flow of relevance.

Returning to Smith’s lyrical references to a switch “deep in the 
heart of your brain”, the notion of personal nostalgia emerges. 
The capacity for music to evoke nostalgia and sense memory 
has been well documented  as something with the potential 
to conjure strong recollections linked to the specific song 

2. Email conversation with the artist, 29/12/2011.
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or record being heard.3 The song itself remains an objective 
entity with a specific historical time and context, but is also 
susceptible to personal history and connotation. This is 
somewhat denied to the books due to the lack of an immediate 
sensory trigger.

One could argue that throughout works such as Landscape 
and Memory (2011), Cullberg enacts a witty visual play on 
Claude Lévi-Strauss’ notion of floating signifiers.4 Having been 
dislocated from their original source and strategically placed 
in Cullberg’s arrangements, the covers’ referents are fluctuating 
and variable (thus “floating signifiers”). Yet it is the peculiar 
nature of these images that renders a part of them irreversibly 
conjoined to their source. In this sense, the arrangements of 
painted covers hovering on abstract backgrounds can literally 
be read as “floating” signifiers.

While a bestowed sense of nostalgia is dependent on the 
viewer having an awareness of the record and an association 
of its cover, this is not essential to an appreciation of Cullberg’s 
work. Indeed it is unlikely that the viewer will be able to 
recognise every cover (especially considering Cullberg’s 
tendency to sporadically inject a fabricated red herring). It 
is the open field of interpretation that is key. The abstract 
backgrounds and paintings serve a crucial function in this 
regard as juxtapositions; the recognisable imagery of the covers 
contrasted with the open nature of the abstract works. The 
abstracts assist this interpretive formulation of narratives by 
placing them in a neutral, timeless space. 

This space is as much a manifestation of Cullberg’s associations 
and thought process as the act of selecting and arranging in the 
cover portraits; albeit a more visceral translation. Perhaps it is 
due to the constant presence of music within Cullberg’s studio 
that these works seem imbued with a strong musical sensibility, 
particularly in works such as Abstract 5 (2010) and Abstract 24 
(2011). The vibrant quality of the lines in Abstract 24 appear 
as if Cullberg has temporarily and spontaneously assumed the 
position of maestro, substituting the conductor’s baton for a 
paintbrush and thus giving painterly form to the perceived 
gestures of musical direction.

As a result, the abstracts allow for meaningful comparison to 
Wassily Kandinsky‘s Composition works (produced between 
1909 and 1939). In both cases, the titles offer no hints or 
prescriptions (as opposed to the cover portraits) and are 

3. Professor Ira Hyman points to studies by Schulkind, Hennis, and 
Rubin (1999) and Janata, Tomic, and Rakowski (2007) in Hyman, 
I.2011. Music-Evoked Nostalgia. [http://www.psychologytoday.com/
blog/mental-mishaps/201105/music-evoked-nostalgia]. Last Accessed: 
23/12/2011
4. See:  Lévi-Strauss, C. 1987.  Introduction to the work of Marcel 
Mauss. London: Routlege & Kegan Paul.

instead simply titled Abstract and Composition respectively, 
followed by the sequential number in the series.

Working within the period of modernism, Kandinsky’s 
intentions with the Composition series were distinctly 
grandiose. In these works, he sought to create in paint the 
experience of listening to music as he believed this to be 
spiritually connected to the ultimate state of the universe 
through an “inner necessity” of the artist.5 The intention was 
not to listen to music while painting and letting it influence 
the final result but he instead felt that what he was actually 
doing was composing in paint something that could be visually 
experienced as sound/music. 

It is alleged by his proclamations that he “experienced objects, 
events, even music in terms of colour ” that Kandinsky 
experienced synaesthesia, (a condition where sensory 
stimuli are experienced by multiple senses, usually sound is 
experienced visually as colours; although taste and smell have 
also been reported).6 Interestingly, it has been proven  that 
individuals with synaesthesia experience different colours 
from one person to the next.7 For some, red will correspond to 
harsh noises, for others it will be calm and soothing. So whilst 
Kandinsky sought to manifest original visual musical in paint 
with a single, correct interpretation (as it was perceived to be 
fundamentally rooted to a spiritual undertaking) the onset of 
subjectivity remains unavoidable. 

Such grand gestures are very much at odds with Cullberg’s 
production, both in the wake of Jean-François Lyotard’s 1979 
definition of the postmodern as “incredulity towards meta-
narratives” (that is, distrust in the validity of grand or universal 
truths) and in terms of the nature of the works discussed thus 
far.8 Like the cover portraits, the abstracts are first and foremost 
an attempt by Cullberg to evoke similar feelings of recognition 
and association albeit through minimal, non-representational 
use of colour and paintmarks upon the canvas. As stated by 
the artist in an email conversation, “I don’t aim to explain the 
world to the world through my painting, but if I can explain a 
little bit of the world to myself at least I am happy”.9 

Thus if Kandinsky’s Compositions marked a grand Wagnerian 
assault, Cullberg’s are based far more on intuition and emotive 

5. Ashmore, J. 1977. Sound in Kandinsky’s Painting. in The Journal of 
Aesthetics and Art Criticism. Vol.35, No.3. pp329-336.
6. Selz, P. 1957. The Aesthetic Theories of Wassily Kandinsky and 
Their Relationship to the Origin of Non-Objective Painting. in The 
Art Bulletin. Vol. 39, No. 2. pg. 128.
7. See: Baron-Cohen, S and Harisson, J. 1994. Synaesthesia: An Ac-
count of Coloured Hearing. in Leonardo, Vol.27, No.4. pp343-346.
8. Lyotard, J. 1984. The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowl-
edge. Manchester : Manchester University Press.pg xvii.
9. See footnote 2
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response; a reactive improvisation rather than a composition.10 
It is thus appropriate that Cullberg isolates Miles Davis’s Miles in 
Amsterdam live album (the version in Cullberg’s painting released in 
1984 ) as the lone voice of vinyl in his painting Dark Legend (2011).11 
Davis was, after all, an artist notably gifted in his ability to “construct 
and manipulate improvisational possibilities”.12 What is significant 
about the live performance context (certainly in relation to Davis) is 
that it marks a revisiting of existing pieces that are developed through 
improvisation directed by the artists’ emotive responses to the piece 
at the time of performance. There is an aspect of this in Cullberg’s 
tendency to work on the abstracts over time, allowing them to sit and 
mature; revisiting them at a later stage.

If the covers rely on a degree of recognisable painterly reproduction; 
Cullberg’s abstracts mark the point where the painter is allowed to 
fully venture into intuitive production. That these works are equally as 
successful attests to Cullberg’s painterly versatility and clearly evidence 
an artist enticed with his oil paint medium. Exhibited in conjunction, 
the viewer is perpetually tugged between objective recognition and 
cognitive free-association. This tug is heightened in both sets of 
paintings through the compositional offsetting of the viewer’s position 
in relation to the perceived centre of the paintings. In other words, 
the viewer finds themselves located on the periphery of the paintings’ 
configurations.

There is perhaps no better summation of this within the exhibition 
than Periphery 1 (2010). The horizontal slices of blue are angled in 
such a way as to decentre the viewer and visually recall a window blind 
midway between being pulled open or closed. Light streams in on the 
left-hand side as the ethereal outside abstract space seeps into the more 
palpably defined foreground. A borderland of the tangible and the 
intangible; the location of Cullberg’s periphery.

10. While Kandinsky did indeed paint Improvisations as well, these tended to be 
imbued with a decidedly more figurative sensibility (horses, people, houses etc.) 
Dabrowski, M. 1995. Kandinsky Compositions: The Music of the Spheres. in 
MoMa. No.19 (spring 1995). pg.11.
11. An example of cover art tying a record to a specific historical time, there are 
a few different covers for the record attached to various reissues and bootlegs.



11Periphery 1  Oil on canvas  102 x 70cm  2010 



12 Abstract 9  Oil on canvas  275 x 165cm  2010
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14 Landscape and Memory  Oil on canvas  130 x 170cm  2011



15End of The Century  Oil on canvas  150 x 195cm  2011



16 Abstract 1  Oil on canvas  195 x 150cm  2010



17The Man Who Watched The Trains Go By  Oil on canvas  130 x 170cm  2011



18 Abstract 24  Oil on canvas  265 x 165cm  2011
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20 Abstract 12  Oil on canvas  116  x 150cm  2011



21Vendetta  Oil on canvas  116 x 150cm  2010



22 Abstract 4  Oil on canvas  150 x 195cm  2010



23Abstract 3  Oil on canvas  150 x 195cm  2010



24 Abstract 27  Oil on canvas  100,5 x 76cm  2011 (above)     Abstract 13  Oil on canvas  70 x 50cm  2011 (below)



25Dark Legend  Acrylic and oil on canvas  85 x 85cm  2011



26 Golden Folk Album  Oil on board  42 x 30cm  2011 (above)     Abstract 28  Acrylic on canvas  85 x 85cm  2011 (below)



27Abstract 5  Oil on canvas  150 x 116cm  2010



28 Periphery 3  Oil on canvas  100,5 x 76cm  2011 (above)     Abstract 19  Oil on canvas  70 x 50cm  2011 (below)



29Tsunami  Oil on canvas  30,5 x 25cm  2011 (above)     Interaction of Color  Oil on canvas  70 x 50cm  2011 (below)
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Design: Leigh-Anne Niehaus
 Tau Tavengwa
Photography: Jurie Senekal
Catalogue essay: Tim Leibbrandt
Artist Portrait: Pieter Hugo

This catalogue was published to accompany the Tom Cullberg’s 10th solo exhibition, 
Periphery from 1 February - 14 March 2012.

Catalogue No.12

The End  Oil on canvas  70 x 50cm  2011 (above)     Periphery 1  Oil on canvas  102 x 70cm  2010 (cover image)

www.tomcullberg.com
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